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The first journal dedicated to studying material texts, Inscription combines contributions from artists,
printmakers, and writers with academic discussions that shed new light on the codex and writing surfaces in
general: from hand-press printing to vapour trails in the sky, from engraved stones to Augmented Reality.
Inscription covers a field that hasn’t been covered, while embodying that field in its physical form.

Inscription, a cross-platform work that functions as (a) a curated exhibition space for multi-media works, (b)
an artist's book and (c) an academic journal for critical discussion surrounding the materiality of text. Morris
was solely responsible for the artist’s book design concept (rotating format and hole) and selected,
commissioned and curated all five artists and writers who made supplementary work for the project.
Partington & Smyth selected eight essays from an open call, organised their double-blind peer review and
proofed/copy-edited them as well as writing introductions.

Interest from diverse academic institutions has seen the journal bank £10,000 in subscriptions before going
to press, its inclusion in Yale’s History of the Book programme suggesting it’s already seen as a collector’s
item (also reviewed in The Book Collector). Merging the space of an exhibition context with the discursive
space of an academic journal and the impact of an artist’s book.

Inscription’s dual form – print and internet – echoes the interlacing of physical and virtual that defines how
we communicate. It identifies a conceptualism common to literary and visual art, one best suited to the
page, here considered in an expanded sense. As Professor Johanna Drucker remarked, ‘Inscription and
notation — making marks, lines, notes, images — are the foundation of human communication. This is the
first journal to make these forms and processes its main area of inquiry, [creating] a vital niche within current
discussions around media and information.’
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“‘The first journal to take the very act 
of inscribing - making marks, lines, 
notes, images - as its main area of 
inquiry. An exciting and timely 
undertaking.’”

Johanna Drucker, Breslauer Professor in Bibliographical Studies and Distinguished Professor, Information Studies, UCLA



"For academics, book artists, printmakers, 
poets, and artists ... Inscription is rich, 
exuberant, eye-opening and eye-twisting, 
and eminently collectible as a work of art 
in its own right."

Books On Books! 

https://books-on-books.com/2020/10/15/books-on-books-collection-inscription/

https://books-on-books.com/2020/10/15/books-on-books-collection-inscription/


"Sexiest academic journal ever?"

Dennis Duncan, Lecturer in English at UCL.



“Inscription: the Journal of
Material Text - Theory, Practice,
History is edited by Simon Morris,
Gill Partington and Adam Smyth.
Inscription combines imaginative
thinking and critical rigour to take
the study of material texts in new
directions. Inscription is at home
equally in the first century and the
twenty-first, as well as all points in
between, and features work by
practitioners – book artists,
printmakers and writers –
alongside academic discussion, a
merger of the theoretical, practical
and historical.”

D&AD Awards 2021

Shortlist / Magazine & Newspaper
Design / Independent Magazines





Inscription is an innovative new journal which addresses the theme of the material text from a range of
perspectives, bringing together the critical, historical, theoretical and creative. Inscription will be at home
equally in the first century as the twenty-first and will feature work by practitioners – book artists,
printmakers and writers – alongside academic discussion. Its focus is not just on the meanings and uses of
the codex book, but also the nature of writing surfaces, the process of mark marking and printing. The
journal’s theoretically aware, trans-historical and cross-disciplinary remit will break with the conventions of
academic ghettoization, creating connections between areas that have much to say to one another –
bibliography, the artist’s book, and media theory, for instance – enabling more wide-ranging conversation and
unexpected juxtapositions. It promises not merely to add to the field but to set new agendas for the next
phase of the development of the study of material texts.

In another break with the conventional academic journal, Inscription’s dos-à-dos format will be equally
innovative: inspired by Edgar Alan Poe’s short story ‘A Descent into the Maelstrom’, the first half of the journal
will be printed in columns, to be read from left to right whilst rotating in a clockwise direction towards the
central spine, while the other side of the journal will be rotated 180 degrees, printed in columns from left to
right, rotating in a clockwise direction, travelling towards the centre. In effect, the journal has two beginnings
and no end. It will also require the reader to rotate it in their hands, in order to read it. The centre fold will be
the colophon, laid out in a spiral, with the publishing information disappearing into the gutter. Each edition
will have a guest artist-in-residence, poet-in-residence & writer-in-residence; and each edition will be
accompanied by a vinyl LP featuring an author reading from their work.
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Inscription Vinyl sleeve
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Inscription page layout
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Inscription page layout
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Writer in Residence: Sean 
Ashton Living In A Land
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Writer in Residence: Sean 
Ashton Living In A Land
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Poet in Residence: Craig 
Dworkin Clock
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Poet in Residence: Craig 
Dworkin Clock
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Poet in Residence: Craig 
Dworkin Clock
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Artist in Residence: Jérémie
Bennequin An Erasure into the 
Maelström
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Inscription page layout
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